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Abstract: The convergence theorem of de Montessus de Ballore type is satisfactory also for multipoint PadC 
approximants with very general interpolation schemes. The corresponding divergence result is less satisfactory. Here, 
as partial result, it is shown that an interpolation scheme of Kakehashi [l] from 1956 implies the divergence behaviour 
which you expect. 
0. Introduction 
The Taylor series expansion of an analytic function converges inside the largest disk of 
analyticity of the function and diverges outside the disk. This was generalized in 1902 by the 
Montessus de Ballore to Pad& approximants: Let Y 3 0 be a fixed integer and f a function which 
is analytic at zero and meromorphic with exactly Y poles zi, . _ _, z, in 1 z 1 < u. Then, as n + 00, 
the Pade approximant R,, of type (n, Y) of f converges to f in { 1 z 1 < u } \ { zl } ;. Furthermore, 
R,,(z) diverges for 1 z 1 > u if f has a singularity on 1 z 1 = cr. Nice proofs of these results are 
given in [3]. 
In Section 1 we define multipoint Pad& approximants and state the corresponding convergence 
result of de Montessus de Ballore type (Theorem 1) and two related divergence results. In Section 
2 we define Kakehashi’s interpolation scheme and prove the expected divergence in this case 
(Theorem 2). As a general background on polynomial interpolation, Green’s function, capacity, 
etc., we refer to [6], in particular Chapters IV and VII. 
1. Background 
1.1. Let n and v be non-negative integers, b,,,“, 1 <j 6 n + Y + 1, complex numbers, and f a 
given function which is analytic at p,,,, for all j. P/Q is a rational function of type (n, v) if P 
and Q, Q + 0, are polynomials of degree at most n and v, respectively. The multipoint Pudi 
upproximant of type (n, v) of f and the interpolation points ,8,,y, 1 <j < n + v + 1, is the rational 
function RnY = P,,JQ,, of type (n, v) such that 
(fQ,, - P,.)(Pj,,) = 0 for all j; 
if two p,,,, 1 <j < n + v + 1, coincide the derivative, too, of fQ,, - P,,, shall be zero at that 
point, etc. 
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1.2. We collect here the assumptions on f and on { /3,,“} formulated by means of a set E. 
(a) Condition on E: E c Q=, where Q: is the complex plane; E is compact; E has positive 
logarithmic capacity, cap E > 0; and the complement of E, CE, is connected and regular in the 
sense that CE has a classical Green’s function G(z) with pole at infinity. Note that G = 0 on E. 
We introduce the sets 
E,= {zEC: G(z) <log a}, a>l, (1.1) 
which contain E and growth with u, and the level curves 
aE,= {zEQ=: G(z)=log a}. 
(b) Condition on { ,lIjny } : v > 0 is fixed and 
lim /fly’(z-B,..U)il”=cap E. 
n+cJ2 j=l 
P ,nv E E for all j and n and 
exp G(z), 0.2) 
on CE, uniformly on compact subsets. This condition is satisfied in the following three examples. 
Example 1. E = [ - 1, 11, p,,,,, 1 <j < n + v + 1, are the zeros of the Chebyshev polynomial of 
degree n+v+l. 
Example 2. E = { 1 z 1 < l}, fi,,,,, 1 <j <j + v + 1, are uniformly distributed on 3E. 
Example 3. E = { 1 z 1 < l}, /3,,, = 0; this is the ordinary Pad& case described in the introduction. 
(c) Condition on f: f is analytic in E,, for some u > 1, except at v poles zr, . . . , z, E E, 
( f &,), counted with their multiplicities. Let u * be the supremum of all such u, 
u’= sup u. (1.3) 
Note that u’ = 00 if and only if f is meromorphic with v poles in Q=. The convergence behaviour 
of { R,,} is summarized by the following theorem where the first part goes back to Saff [2]. 
Theorem 1. Assume that Conditions (a)-(c) hold and that R,, = P,,,/Q,, is the multipoint Pad; 
approximant off of type (n, v) and the interp$ation points { p,,,,}. 
(1) If u < u’ and K is a compact subset of E,\{ z,};, then 
lim sup ]I f - R,, Ilfi” < u/u’. 
n+oO 
Here and below 1) 11 K denotes the maximum norm on K. Furthermore, R,, has v poles in Q= for 
large n and these converge to { z1 } ;, as n + 00. 
(2) Put 
and assume that Q,, has leading coefficient 1. Define uJ by G( zj) = log uj, 1 <j 6 v, and assume 
that u1 is the maximum of the numbers u,, uZ, . . . , a,,. Then 
lim sup II Q,, - Q, IIy” < q/u < 1, 
n’* 
for all compact K C C. 
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There is a version of Theorem 1 also for more general types of interpolation schemes; we refer 
to [5] for this and for the proof of Theorem 1. For example, the case when E = [ - 1, 11 and p,,,,, 
1 <j < n + Y + 1, are uniformly distributed on E is covered by the more general version of 
Theorem 1, but not by Theorem 1. 
1.3. Do we get pointwise divergence outside E,,{, if u’ < a? We assume that u’ < 00 from now 
on and note that f has then a singularity on i3Eol. The answer to the question is yes in three 
different cases but, as far as the author knows, unknown in the general case. 
Case I (1981). We keep the notation and assumptions from Theorem 1 and assume that 
a” > u’. Let f have a simple pole CI E 3E,, and finitely many poles (Y~,. . . , ak E E,Tl\~o, but no 
further singularity in E,(,. Then 
R,“(ZL n= 1, 2,..., diverges for z E E,,, \[Zu {a,,:). 
We refer to [4] where this divergence behaviour is proved for the more general type of 
interpolation scheme referred to after Theorem 1. 
Case 2 (1983). We keep the notation and assumptions from Theorem 1. Assume that p,,, = fl, 
are independent of n (Newton series case). Then 
R,,(z)7 n = 1, 2,..., diverges for z E CE,,. 
Again this divergence behaviour holds for interpolation schemes not necessarily satisfying (1.2): 
we refer to [5] for the proof. 
Case 3 is Theorem 2 in Section 2. 
2. Kakehashi’s condition and divergence 
We keep Condition (a)-(c) and assume that E is connected. Let H be a conjugate of G in CE 
and 
w= Q(z) = exp(G(z) + iH(z)) 
a l-l conformal map of CE onto { w: 1 w 1 > 1) such that @(co) = co. Then E, in (1.1) becomes 
E,,={zE@: IwI = I@(z)I < u} and i3E, corresponds to the circle in the w-plane with radius u 
and center at zero. We introduce the notation 
n+v+1 
%(z> = ,IJ (z -P,J. 
Kakehashi’s condition on the asymptotic distribution of the interpolation points is as follows, 
where w = Q(z): 
(2.1) 
uniformly on compact subsets of { I w ( > l}. 
We note that (2.1) implies (1.2) and that (2.1) is satisfied in Examples l-3 in Section 1. 
Kakehashi [l, p. 7131 used (2.1) to prove the following theorem in the polynomial case ( v = 0) 
and we shall see that this method of proof works also for v > 0. 
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Theorem 2. Assume that Conditions (a)-(c) and Kakehashi’s condition (2.1) hold and that u’ < cu. 
Let R,, = P,,,/Q,, be the multipoint Pad; approximant off of type (n, V) and interpolation points 
{f3j,,Y).ThenR,,, n=l,2,..., divergespointwiseonCE,,={z:I@(z))>a’}. 
Furthermore, 
lim sup I L(4 I IIn= j@(z) l/u’> 1 forz= CSO!. (2.2) 
?I+rx 
The geometric degree of divergence of { P,,} on CEOl should be compared to the geometric 
degree of convergence of Q,, guaranteed by Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 2 depends on a 
lemma by Kakehashi. 
Lemma [l, p. 711 and p. 7081. Let F(t) be a function which is analytic in a region u B I( I < u’ but 
not on I [ I = u’. Then F(t) can be written 
F(5) = E akXk $ k i i fore< 151 co’, k=-cc 
where X, are positive, A, = 1 for k 6 0, and Xk+l/Xk 4 1, as k + 00, and 
lim sup I ak 1 = 1, hm sup ) a-k I1’k < (J/o’. 
k-m k+w 
Andtfg,([) isanalyticon 151 = u’ and tends uniformly to a function g( 5) f 0 in a neighbourhood 
of I E I = u’, and we put 
f+&(t) = f Y,?)( f )*; 
k=-cc 
then 
O<limsup]y,(“‘]/A,<cc. 
“+CC 
Proof of Theorem 2. By Theorem 1, Q,, --j Q, in C, if Q,, is manic and Q, is the monjc 
polynomial with zeros at the poles zl,. . . , z, of f. To prove that_ R,, = P,,,/Q,, diverges on CE,( 
it is, consequently, enough to prove that P,, diverges on CE,,(. Because of that we can use 
Kakehashi’s method of proof. 
Take any point z E CEO?, and a u satisfying 1 < u < u’ such that z, E E, for 1 <j < Y. By the 
definition of R,,, Q,P,, is a polynomiil of degree at most n + v interpolating to Q,fQ,, at pj,, 
for all j. Since Q,fQ,, is analytic in E,, Hermite’s interpolation formula [6, p. 501 gives 
Qv(+'nu(z> = &I, “n,(t) - “n,(Z) (fQvQw>(t> dt %v(t> t-z . ” (2.3) 
We remark that (2.3) is deduced from Cauchy’s integral formula when z E E, but since both 
members of (2.3) are polynomials, (2.3) is valid also in our case when z E CE,,. Now we put 
w = @i(z) and 5 = a(t) and define F by F( [) = f (t). Then (2.3) may be written 
Qv(z)L(z) = A/ F(5) ‘L(t) - ‘G(Z) Qv(t)Qn&> d( 
ICI=0 %&> (t-z)@‘(t) . 
(2.4) 
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We write F(t) as in the lemma and introduce 
R ((> .= w,,(t) -Q,,(Z) Qv(f)Qnv(d 
n . %,(4(t-4 
Note that /WI = I@(z)] > u’. This and (2.1) give that g,(t) converges in the way required in 
the lemma to 
g(‘9 := - $g &) (t _Q;;&) * 
From (2.4) we consequently get in the notation of the lemma 
= lim sup 
n-cc 
= lim sup 
n-m 
which is positive and finite by the lemma. This gives 
lim sup ~Q,(z)P,,(z) I1jn = 
n-cc 
and hence (2.2). Consequently, P,, and R,, diverge on C.‘EGf. 
Remark. With the assumptions in Theorem 2, a similar proof also gives (see [l, p. 7141 for v = 0): 
lim sup I f(z) - u4 I IIn= ]@(~)]/a’<1 forzEEOt\(EU{zj}J. 
n-02 
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